
 
 

New! Renfe Spain Passes from ACP Rail 

Explore Spain with 4 to 12 train journeys of your choice 

MONTREAL, CANADA FEBRUARY 11, 2014 

ACP Rail International is pleased to introduce the Renfe Spain Pass: the perfect rail pass for travel 

throughout this vibrant country. Renfe Spain Passes are available for 4, 6, 8, 10 or 12 train journeys to 

be used within 1 month, making this a flexible option for any trip duration. And the options don’t end 

there, as passengers also have the choice to travel in Tourist or Business/Club class, where Club class 

offers up extras like restaurant and bar service at your seat, daily newspapers and access to VIP lounges.  

Compared to other rail passes, the Renfe Spain Pass is unique in that it’s valid for a select number of 

train journeys, and not travel days. This provides pass holders with the option to take one journey per 

day and not feel obliged to take a round trip on the same day only in an effort to get the best value for a 

travel day on their pass. The Renfe Spain Pass is also different from other Europe rail passes, as there 

are no supplements to pay for travel on high speed trains and the price of seat reservations are included 

in the pass so there are no additional fees to consider!   

Where would you go with your choice of train journeys anywhere in Spain?  Maybe you`d travel from 

Barcelona to Madrid aboard one of Renfe`s high speed AVE trains, arriving in just 2 hours, 30 minutes. 

Perhaps followed by a trip to the Southern city of Seville, and then onto Malaga on the Mediterranean 

coast. Numerous other exciting destinations await, such as Toledo, Cordoba, Granada, Valencia, Alicante 

and many more. 

Valid on day trains throughout Spain`s extensive network, the Renfe Spain Pass can transport you on 

long and middle distance trains, as well as on Spain’s high speed network. In addition to this great travel 

flexibility, Renfe Spain Passes are issued as e-tickets making them convenient and easy to use. Before 

boarding your choice of trains, simply reserve your seat and be sure to have this along with your Renfe 

Spain Pass e-ticket and passport on hand.  

Renfe Spain Passes are available on www.acprail.com, and through its wide network of distributors 

worldwide. And for any Spain-bound travelers who would prefer to buy individual train tickets, ACP Rail 

also offers e-tickets for all domestic rail routes in Spain.  
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